
vengeance upon women stems from a dysfunctional upbringing, and he is aware of the roots underlying his selfish survival mentality. “You can’t trust a
Debbie," Charlie says at the start of the play, referring to his current girlfriend, but also to every woman unfortunate enough to cross his path.

When Nicky talks about getting married, Charlie feels betrayed and determined to thwart Nicky’s plans, to save him from a mediocre life. He convinces the
subservient Nicky to engage in a bet that wreaks havoc on all involved, including Nicky’s fiancé and Charlie’s new female friend. In his relentlessness, Charlie

manages to bring out the worst in his good-natured friend.

The playwright exposes the inherent struggle that he feels most men confront –of living a boring, safe, domestic life vs. a wilder, animalistic one, with no
apologies. The play succeeds in making you feel uncomfortable; the actor shines at making you dislike him. It also exposes the thin veneer of civility we take

for granted.

- Gloria Talamas -

BE CAREFUL!  THE SHARKS WILL EAT YOU!

BE CAREFUL! THE SHARKS WILL EAT YOU!
www.sharkswilleatyou.com

Written and performed by JAY ALVAREZ
Directed by THERESA GAMBACORTA

Lighting by ELLEN ROSENBERG

Stage Left Studio
214 West 30th Street (between Seventh & Eighth Avenues)

www.stageleftstudio.net
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02/24. 02/25, 03/05, 03/06, 03/15 & 03/16 @ 7:30 PM

If a boat carrying 25 people had not courageously set sail under a moonlight Cuban sky in 1964, America would be missing one hell of a fine actor. Jay Alvarez
tells the story of his father Humberto’s amazing feat of escaping Castro’s Communist Cuba against all odds in BE CAREFUL! THE SHARKS WILL EAT

YOU! And he does it brilliantly. Perfectly capturing the sultry nightlife of Havana against a political revolution, Alvarez recounts the memories of a small boy
forced on a boat, the anguish of a mother sending her older children to a land where they will be safe, the determination of a father to save his family, and the

friends who helped them along the way.

BE CAREFUL! THE SHARKS WILL EAT YOU! is a mesmerizing story told by a multi-talented actor who actually experienced the ordeal. Your blood
pressure will rise as the tension mounts during the escape, your heart will break as a family leaves the only home they have ever known, and you will celebrate

the triumphant voyage as it ends (and begins) on a Florida shore. Jay Alvarez, welcome and thank you for gracing our country with your history and your
talents.

- Laurie Lawson -
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